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A C C E S S  &  R E C R E A T I O N  P L A N  

SUMMARY 

This Plan draws together the aims of the Lochcarron community for the development of 
access for Forest Management and Social Benefit in their woodland at Kirkton. It reviews 
woodland character (terrain, timber, opportunities and constraints), community aspiration for 
woodland access (facilities, features and functionality); and maps proposals across the site with 
recommendations as to logical, sequential and integrated implementation. 

It is an ambitious and far-reaching set of proposals to satisfy a broad agenda of community 
needs - creating a range of new access opportunities, social spaces for formal and informal 
recreation, income generation and social housing provision… allowing the community to 
better manage, utilise and enjoy the forest. 

Acknowledgements: Thanks are due to the Board members of both Lochcarron Community Development 
Company and its subsidiary Kirkton Trading Ltd for advice and assistance in providing local background and 
context. A significant amount of formative thinking and planning was also undertaken by Piotr Godziszewski 
(Community Forester – Kirkton Woodland 2014-’15) which has also informed thinking. 

 
Artist’s impression of the range of possible future forest uses - Lynne Roberts (March 2016)  
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BACKGROUND 

KIRKTON WOODLAND 

Kirkton Woodland is a 92 hectare commercial forest plantation situated north of the village of 
Lochcarron. It was planted in the mid-1970s by the Forestry Commission (81 hectares: tree cover) 
on ground used previously for extensive grazing as part of a glebe farm and later a tenanted private 
estate. Species composition is mainly Lodgepole pine and Japanese larch with smaller components 
of Sitka spruce and Scots pine. The land was prepared for planting by forest plough with a network 
of arterial and boundary drains established. Little management input has been expended since initial 
establishment (i.e. drain maintenance, thinning, deer fence renovation) and no vehicular access into 
the forest from the public road was warranted or constructed. Since the early 2000s the woodland 
has suffered increasing windblow - extending to as much as 20ha (or 30%) of the total crop by 
2015. 
 

 

Kirkton Woodland – Spring 2012 
 

Forestry Commission Scotland’s decision to sell the woodland in 2000/01 - and no private sector 
interest emerging on account of (mainly) access constraints – triggered the local community to 
begin looking at the potential of community acquisition. After more than 10 years of community 
effort since their initial Expression of Interest, the wood was finally purchased by Lochcarron 
Community Development Company (LCDC) as a community asset through the National Forest 
Land Scheme - utilising Scottish Land Fund and National Lottery funding. 
 

In April 2015 a five-year Felling Licence was approved covering the entire forest area and a new 
forest access road was constructed shortly thereafter. An initial clearfell operation of 36ha was 
undertaken through the summer of the same year to realise a timber income from the depreciating 
windblown stands and contiguous areas of mature and exposed (least windfirm) trees. 
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COMMUNITY OWNERSHIP 

Kirkton Woodland is owned by the Lochcarron Community Development Company (LCDC) – a 
company limited by guarantee with Charitable Status. The organisation’s Board currently has 5 
Directors elected from the membership which currently stands at 146. The principal aims and 
objectives of the organisation are detailed in Appendix 1. Since inception in 2009 they have 
completed a number of ambitious projects supporting artistic, cultural and economic growth of the 
local community with many more (bigger, more ambitious) ideas still in development and being 
realised. LCDC is compliant with the regulations set out in the Land Reform Act as a “community 
body” and thus able to register a community interest in any land in the immediate area. 
 

The protracted forest acquisition process (2001-2015) involved an extended and extensive 
community conversation over the future objectives of forest ownership. A number of community 
consultations and meetings were held to gauge levels of interest and support from local 
stakeholders in both the purchase of the woodland and future woodland development 
opportunities once ownership was achieved. By the time of the official Community Ballot (an 

NFLS pre-requisite), the broader long term vision for Kirkton Wood had been defined: “to create a 
diverse woodland containing a combination of conifer crop trees, native broadleaved woodland habitats and 
open space which sits well in the landscape and provides a wide range of community, recreational and cultural 
benefits.” The local population of 755 adults was balloted in March 2011 with 85% of 437 returned 

ballots in favour of the buy-out. 
 

A number of ‘cornerstone’ documents were produced over this period - most notably the Kirkton 
Woodland Business Plan (2010, updated: 2014) and the Kirkton Woodland Management Plan 2015-
2024. These Plans have done much to determine the viability of ownership as well as define key 
management objectives. These are as follows:- 

 The sustainable development of the forest through restructuring the conifer crop towards a greater 

diversity of trees to improve the forest’s visual quality, nature conservation and recreational value. 

 Management of restructuring process in a cost effective manner. 

 Creation of road access into the forest to allow forest management and timber extraction. 

 Creation of recreational access for walking, cycling and all-abilities access paths. 

 Sale of house plots and the creation of woodland crofts for local affordable housing. 

 Creation of local employment from forest management. 

 Cultural, historical and archaeological interpretation. 

Since 2011, LCDC has employed a Development Officer to handle wider planning, the 
administrative burden as well as day-to-day organisation. A wholly-owned trading subsidiary 
‘Kirkton Trading’ was established in 2014 to take on commercial aspects of forest ownership and 
management. It has a Board of seven directors drawn from the local population and with new 
timber and woodfuel income as well as (time limited) external funding, employs two part time 
Woodland Operatives and an Administrative Assistant. 
 

With such a strong bias towards Social Benefit in future woodland development, it was always 
envisaged that a specific Access and Recreation Plan would be required to enshrine those 
objectives. Initiation of ‘first rotation’ clearfelling operations – and looking toward follow-on 
restructuring effort for greater economic and environmental resilience – is the most opportune time 
at which to define such a Plan.  
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REGIONAL CONTEXT 

The “community” encompasses the larger villages of Lochcarron, Strathcarron and Kishorn as well 
as a number of smaller outlying settlements (Craig, Balnacra, Strome, Coulags, Ardaneaskan etc) 
covering an area of Wester Ross of some 320 km2. The 2011 community ballot carried out as a 
requirement of the National Forest Land Scheme application revealed the adult population to be 
755. In addition, there were 48 children attending secondary education, 41 in primary school and 23 
under the age of five years. 41% of the population was aged over 60 years. 
 

 

 

The area is characterised by an ageing, elderly population with falling school rolls. Due to limited 
employment opportunities in the area there are limited prospects of retaining youngsters and 
consequently low numbers of people of employable age. The area is also popular with people 
coming to retire and there is a high number of second homes. This has contributed to a diminishing 
resident working population and consequently put considerable pressure on the viability of local 
businesses has resulted in the deterioration of local services. 
 

The area is popular with tourists and actively promotes itself as an ideal base for exploring this part 
of the West Highlands including the Torridon, Applecross, Plockton and Skye areas. As a 
consequence tourism is a major employer with crofting and fish farming also significant. Other 
employment includes transportation (sea & road), quarry and engineering works and public sector 
services (education, health, social care etc). In addition many people are self employed. 
 

The village of Lochcarron itself currently has two petrol stations, a small supermarket open 7 days, 
a post office, a branch of the Halifax Bank of Scotland, a library and a medical centre. There are 
three hotels in the village, a bistro and a cafe all offering sit in or take away meals. In the wider area 
there are over a dozen bed and breakfast establishments and at least thirty self catering premises. 
Other businesses in Lochcarron include garages, laundry, and dental surgery. Lochcarron has its 
own fire station and police station. There are also a number of sheltered houses and assisted living 
accommodation as well as the Howard Doris Centre which provides a service of care and support 
enabling elderly people to live in their own community wherever possible. The local primary school 
is located at the entrance to the village and has both English and Gaelic Medium education 
available. The high school for the area is Plockton High School, though some pupils choose to 
attend Gairloch High School. 
 

The Kirkton Woodland Business Plan contains more in-depth analysis of the community & region, the wider activities of the 
Lochcarron Communtiy Development Company and the evolution of the community acquisition of Kirkton Woodland. 
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CONTEMPORARY ACCESS PROVISION & USE 

VEHICULAR ACCESS 

From forest establishment (1973/4) until community acquisition (2015), there has been no 
vehicular access to Kirkton Woodland. The Forestry Commission held legal, theoretical access 
rights across private ground at three points along the forest’s lower boundary but none of these 
were ever exploited. Housing development and private land sales in the intervening years effectively 
rendered these potential routes obsolete and consequently access rights were not transferred with 
the sale of the forest. 

Shortly after woodland purchase, a 380m access road was built from the public road (A896) into the 
forest – terminating in a timber stacking area and woodfuel processing stance where suitable rock 
was broken and dug out for the purposes of formation and construction. 

    
New forest access roading & threshold hard standing/timber stackyard under construction (Spring 2015) 

 

 
The completed forest access road (Jan 2016) showing the A896 approach to Lochcarron village (left) 

 

This new access road is significant in three respects with regard to ongoing and future access 
development of the woodland. Firstly it resulted from successful negotiation between the 
Lochcarron Community Development Company, the two neighbouring landowners and the 
Highland Council. The resulting road is designed to provide mutual access benefits to all parties and 
as such demonstrates the effectiveness of the community organisation in brokering agreement ‘for 
the greater good’ where individual self-interest might otherwise have sustained stalemate. Secondly, 
the road is fundamental to almost all aspects of routine forest management into the future: access 
for machinery (harvesting, drainage, ground prep, deer management etc), timber export and 
operation of the new woodfuel business. Finally, it is the first formal ‘threshold’ established for 
public access to the woodland by vehicle.  
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PEDESTRIAN ACCESS (INFORMAL) 

There are currently no internal access roads or tracks within Kirkton Woodland provided for 
purposes of forest management. The entire forest block was established with perimeter deer 
fencing which for many years prevented easy entry from the village. In more recent times - and as 
fencing has deteriorated and become breached by windblown trees - a number of informal points 
of access have become established. Local residents have increasingly been able to venture into the 
woods - utilising the network of open, unplanted forest rides that compartmentalise the forest - to 
walk dogs, play, watch wildlife and explore. 

  

Evidence of informal ‘desire line’ footpaths from housing (Kirkton Gardens) into the woodland (lower boundary) 

 

RIGHTS OF WAY/CORE PATHS 

One formal Right of Way exists within/through Kirkton Woodland: the Kishorn-Kirkton Coffin 
Road. Although not a scheduled feature, it is of considerable local heritage significance (see 
Appendix Three – Historic Environment Records) and closely associated with the (scheduled) old 
church and graveyard at Kirkton. 
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Prior to afforestation the route of the Coffin Road had remained relatively undisturbed for 

centuries. Today - whilst the outline profile of the path itself is still discernible for short distances 

within the forest (mostly unploughed/unplanted) - it is overgrown and some sections are now 

waterlogged and increasingly difficult to traverse. 
 

  
The old ‘Coffin Road’: visible in the forest (left)  Waymarkers help users negotiate excluded ground (right) 

 

Some (council?) effort has been made in the recent past to promote the route: a timber fingerpost 

advertises its presence from the public road close by the golf club car park (below) and a number of 

small waymarker posts help walkers navigate a (poorly maintained) detour to a ford where the route 

enters the forest (sale of some property has now ‘privatised’ a small section of the original 

trackway). 

 

   
Aerial Views of Kirkton Farm (1947) & Woodland (2012) with Coffin Route clearly visible (left-right, top of photo) 
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The uppermost section of the Coffin Road within the forest is unclear but a deer gate in the perimeter fence 

line assists with re-finding its exact line and continuing on across open moorland where the track’s 

formation is – at least for a short while – more obvious. An old peat extraction road (‘causeway’) allows 

walkers to turn south and descend to Lochcarron village – passing between linear croft in-bye on a made-up 

track. This Croft Road track has been adopted by Highland Council as a Core Path as it gives walkers access 

to a popular local vantage point, Cnoc na Straing, (within the Kirkton Woodland boundary) and offers a 

convenient location to sit and take in the panoramic view over the village and wider Loch Carron landscape. 
 

Some obligatory effort is made by the Council to maintain this path in a serviceable condition however 

routine work to cut back encroaching gorse is undertaken by local LCDC volunteers. The viewpoint seat is 

simple but practical and functional. 
 

   

The Core Path and access gate from the Croft Road to the Cnoc na Straing viewpoint seat 
 

The following map shows all established paths recorded by the Highland Council Ranger Service 

pertaining to the Lochcarron area. 
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OBJECTIVES 

COMMUNITY CONSULTATION & ASPIRATION 

Extract from Kirkton Woodland Business Plan (2014):- 
 

Community Consultation and Support 
The views of the local community have been identified by a series of community consultation activities in 2010 - 
2011. 
Community Survey 
In September 2010 a community consultation survey questionnaire was distributed to every household in the 
KWHG area. The survey contained questions in 3 sections:- 

nt options for Kirkton Woodland. 

 Firewood survey. 

 Skills audit. 

A total of 316 survey forms were distributed with 119 returns received, giving a 38% return - a very good return 

rate and thus giving a good sample of local opinion. 

 

 

 
 

The priorities identified by the community show that development options to improve recreation and access 

facilities and opportunities / activities for young people were the most popular. However environmental projects, 

energy production, economic development and community development were all seen as important too. Local 

food production received the lowest priority.  
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LCDC PERSPECTIVE 

As outlined in ‘Community Ownership’ (page 5), the period between Forestry Commission’s 
notification of disposal to final forest purchase was almost fifteen years. For those trying to 
orchestrate and progress the acquisition process this timescale has seemed interminable at times. It 
is clear in hindsight of course that just such a protracted process has allowed the community time to 
contemplate and debate the principle and practicalities of ownership as well as explore and 
familiarise themselves with the opportunities that community ownership might deliver. 

Whilst the strong support for purchase shown in the 2011 Community Ballot gave a clear mandate 
for action (83% of votes cast), it is actually the ‘outreach’ work that the Kirkton Woodland and 
Heritage Group (predecessor of the LCDC) have undertaken before and since the ballot that has 
done the most to define the forest’s future. Public meetings, a primary school art project, 
archaeological suveys, fund-raising initiatives, a regular online blog, articles in the regional An 
Carrannach newsletter, production of a Woodland Information booklet as well as a series of 
(ongoing) volunteer work days and events with conservation, forest craft and heritage themes have 
all raised the profile of the venture. They have enabled local people to get involved in setting the 
agenda. In short, they have kept forest ownership and use to the forefront of local conciousness. 

For the owners, community aspiration must be tempered by judgement as to Viability and 
Practicality. Furthermore, Kirkton Woodland is a maturing - in some areas, depreciating - asset 
and there are many critical decisions to make and major forest operations to organise in order to 
sustain its productivity and condition beyond the first rotation. Some aspects of proposed access 
development may attract some level of external funding. Almost all will involve significant 
expenditure by the community to bring to fruition. It is essential that all decision-making over the 
future forest investment/development are affordable (in the short term) and sustainable (over the 
medium to long term). Setting priorities and sequencing work in a logical, progressive way are of 
paramount importance. 

Finally, at the time of writing, the community is awaiting the outcome of the Highland Council’s 
Stromeferry Bypass Options Appraisal exercise. One of the three preferred routes for this project 
proposes a new road through the lower section of the community woodland. Should this route be 
chosen, there will need to be a completely fresh look at both the Recreation & Access Plan and the 
Forest Management Plan. 
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OPPORTUNITIES & CONSTRAINTS 

The following issues are formative/influential in the design of forest access and in determining 
appropriate locations for specific, envisaged end use. 

Opportunities are highlighted in GREEN, Constraints shown in RED. 
 

TERRAIN 

Topography - On the whole, the area clearfelled in 2015 is gently sloping (easterly & north-
easterly aspect) incorporating some moderate ‘undulations’ with only limited areas of steeper slopes 
(gulleys, ridges & hillocks). This offers considerable flexibility for siting general recreational/social 
spaces as well as in planning access corridors (timber extraction, formal & informal trail networks) 
whilst still maintaining an adequate free-draining character overall. Limited variation in topography 
across the site means that there is limited natural shelter offered by the landscape itself. This may 
limit the development of some new social uses until new tree growth is established to provide 
shelter/protection and a more amenable local environment. 

Drainage & Watercourses - There is one major permanent watercourse crossing the woodland 
(Allt a’ Chaile – running parallel with the Coffin Road) and another larger river (Allt a’ Chlachain) 
along the northern boundary. Allt a Chaile is fairly steep-sided and wide to mean crossing (i.e. 
bridging) options need to be carefully considered (engineering & costs). Allt a’ Chlachain is of less 
‘strategic’ importance in terms of woodland access however it has a lot of aesthetic appeal 
(picturesque, wooded, secluded) but the riverbank terrain is steep and variable which complicates 
easy access provision. With exclusion of deer, both watercourses offer good opportunity for 
environmental restoration and could be attractive features in trail networks/wildlife viewing/picnic 
areas. All other minor watercourses and (man-made) forest drains have been impacted by both 
afforestation, ensuing management neglect and timber extraction operations. The majority are 
interrupted or restricted (vegetation build up, harvesting residues, extraction rutting). Without 
reinstating a network of drains across the entire harvested area, many opportunities to establish new 
site uses is limited (e.g. housing, social/recreation zones – even new tree planting). 

 
Boundary ditches choked with vegetation 

Soils -– Forest growth since initial establishment in the mid-1970s is proof that (with drainage) 
soils are adequately fertile for coniferous trees. Broadleaf trees in the vicinity of watercourses – 
where soils can be locally more fertile on account of mixed soils/geology – are moderately well 
grown particularly where shelter has been offered by the local landscape or adjacent forest crops. A 
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degree of caution needs to be shown in designing and implementing some new proposals for the 
site: orchard trees, ornamental/memorial tree plantings and outdoor horticultural projects could be 
compromised by limited fertility in some areas. However, if exposure can be reduced (by early, 
integral and surrounding tree establishment), these proposals can be more ambitious and successful. 
Soil depths are generally shallow across the entire woodland (peaty gleys over compacted glacial 
deposits) and may be a limiting factor for Green Burials (i.e coffin interment) – but not urns/ashes. 

Harvesting Residues -  As is typical with harvesting of windblown forests on poorly drained sites, 
there is a considerable legacy of tree stumps & brash across the entire site. For follow-on tree 
planting this decaying biomass is an important source of slow-release nutrients, however they are a 
hindrance to formal recreational use (i.e. all-abilities trails, growing zones, memorial tree zone) and 
removal will be necessary (potentially considerable additional costs) when establishing new use. 

 
Harvesting residues and rutting impacts after 2015 clearfelling (Feb 2016) 

 

FOREST MANAGEMENT 

Ongoing Harvesting Schedule - The approved Felling Licence prescribes clear-felling of the 
entire forest crop (81 ha) by 2020 of which only 36 hectares has been undertaken to date. Whilst 
there may be a case for applying to amend the Licence for some longer term retentions (e.g. local & 
incremental woodfuel exploitation, spreading timber income over a longer timescale) there is 
considerable area and volume of mature commercial timber that requires harvesting within the next 
few years. Although necessary, this prospect limits access/social development in these areas until 
work is complete. It may also have additional (negative) impacts on shelter, drainage and the 
aesthetics of the woodland to visitors/users. Establishment of new internal forest roads in order to 
more easily reach these crops and efficiently store and export resultant timber is an undoubtedly 
expensive but important consideration access consideration. Provision of suitable roading (Category 
1A – 32 tonne load-bearing) further into the woodland interior has two additional benefits: 
eliminating future dispersed timber extraction across harvested/open ground; and establishing good 
vehicle access deeper into the woodland for subsequent management, social/recreational purposes. 

 

Restock/Beat up –  With first rotation harvesting now underway, there is an expectation (and 
regulatory requirement) to establish follow-on tree cover. Access to reinstate drains, prepare 
planting ground, deliver and distribute transplants, and manage establishing trees (i.e. beating up, 
fertilising, spraying(?), cleaning, drain maintenance, re-spacing/thinning etc) are all complicated by 
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current limited access for management. Any new roading and access corridors will improve this 
situation. 

Woodfuel Operations -  The community’s fledgling woodfuel business occupies an area of 
hard-standing at the new road entrance to the forest. As this business matures (storage for tools, 
machinery/vehicles; requirement for more processing, loading & stackyard capacity) the footprint 
of the business will need to expand and operations increase. Although location choice was logical at 
the outset (no internal roading, limited funds to invest in a dedicated site) it is not ideal. The 
threshold location – with important heritage interest adjacent – will detract from public impressions 
on arrival. It also occupies an area that lends itself most easily to formalised social use (all abilities 
trails, memorial/burials zone, threshold car parking). With the need for more internal roading for 
forest management purposes, it is an opportune moment to relocate the business before further 
investment in facilities and infrastructure are made. 

 
Woodfuel area on threshold hard standing (line of possible future forest road in yellow) 

Deer & Deer Control -  The deterioration/dilapidation of the perimeter deer fencing has not 
been an important issue since forest crops were well established by the time this began to occur. 
Imminent woodland restocking and any ambition to plant ornamental trees/shrubs or vegetables(?) 
in future social zones will require the exclusion of deer once more. Increased public use of the site 
(especially if camping, huts & eco-pods are included) will make safe deer control more difficult to 
implement. Deer grids on all vehicle entrances and self-closing pedestrian gates will help limit new 
deer incursions however windblown trees, periods of deep snow, failing gates/fences (and very 
determined deer) will mean shooting will always be retained as an ultimate control measure. 

 
STAKEHOLDER COLLABORATION 

There are a number of enhanced opportunities that collaboration with external stakeholders can 
bring about:- 

 Renovation and interpretation of the old Coffin Road through the woods could be enhanced by 
encouraging and assisting neighbouring estates to upgrade and interpret the lengthy sections of 
this route outwith the wood. This would restore an historic cultural feature and add a new 
regional recreational attraction. 

 Working with the golf club estate, a plan to deer fence the entire Allt a’ Chlachain on its 
northern side would allow regeneration of the riparian woodland ecosystem, allow easier path 
creation/recreational provision on the Kirkton side and attract SRDP funding for both parties 
to help implement the work. 
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 There may be further opportunities to collaborate with neighbouring private sector developers 
for mutual benefit that would allowing LCDC to deliver social housing within the woodland 
curtilage. 

 Some funding is more easily accessed through collaboration with external groups. Projects such 
as path building, pond creation, specialist plantings, all-abilities trails, arts & wildlife initiatives 
can attract specific funding when partnered with elderly, youth, environmental, unemployed, 
disadvantaged, environmental or special needs groups. 

          
Traces of the old Coffin/Drove Road passing through adjacent ground (Lochcarron Estates) 

 

The inception of the original Kirkton Woodland Heritage Group (2009) established a core 
volunteer group that meets regularly to undertake upkeep and new projects associated with 
community improvement (tree house, picnic area, craft studios, tree nursery/growing projects, 
workshops and events). The group has historically worked across local ownership boundaries whilst 
the volunteers bring a wide range of social/familial/employment connections with local 
organisations (school, golf/shinty/yacht clubs, SWRI, businesses etc) which will also help in 
fostering new collaborative relationships. 

SITE FEATURES/END USE 

Depending on intended use, there may be particular factors that make one area of the woodland 
more suited than another for siting and development. The following factors have been considered 
in allocating specific end uses in particular areas:- 

 Pre-requisite features for End Use – i.e. flatness, fertility, heritage features, views, adequate size/extent 

 Proximity to/Remoteness from the Village – i.e. quick easy access vs. expectation of ‘wildness’’ 

 Proximity to/Remoteness from vehicle-accessible road – for supplies/materials, emergency services etc 

 Planning constraints – housing development within approved Settlement Development Area 

 Availability of (or potential to arrange) services – i.e. water, electricity, phone reception 

 Accessibility for intended user groups – i.e. limited mobility, small children, pushchairs etc 

 Site hazards – dangerous slopes, watercourses, exposure/isolation risks 

 Potential impacts of end use – noise, pollution, fire risk, privacy of users/adjacent residents 

 Dedicated vs Shared Use issues - integrated, multi-use vs dedicated, mutually exclusive use, conflicts of use 

 Scope for future expansion or change of use – i.e. walks upgraded to bridleways etc  
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DEVELOPMENT PLANS 

ACCESS FOR FOREST MANAGEMENT 

New Category 1A Forest Roading 

 
Proposal 

Development of new forest roading possible in two stages to suit available capital/financing:- 

Phase 1 (2016) – (400 linear metres, plus 25x50m hard standing) allowing re-location of woodfuel 

stackyard & processing area from threshold. Extending internal forest road toward residual timber 

crop. Provides future forest management vehicular access. Delivers an important component length 

of future service access road to eco-pod/chalet zone. Estimated Cost: £25k. 

Phase 2a & 2b (2017/18) – (400 & 530m linear metres respectively, plus 20x40m & 10x30m hard-

standings) new road and frontage to facilitate timber harvesting, extraction, stacking and timber-

lorry uplift/export. Long term provision of vehicular access for forest management and recreational 

use (walking, cycling, horse riding, service/emergency vehicles). Estimated Cost: £50k. 

Specification:- All forest roading to FC Category 1A specification: i.e. nominal 3.5m finished 

width, 44-tonne load bearing, uphill open drainage ditch with piped culvert water crossing points, 

levelled verging to facilitate future timber stacking. All formation and surfacing materials can be 

won on site (environs of current threshold timber stackyard). 
 

Financing/Funding 

Phase 1 – seek funding as part of an overarching Community Woodland/Woodfuel development 
project: i.e. social enterprise grant aid (HIE, Social Investment Scotland, Lottery funding etc); 

Phase 2 – financing negotiated as part of standing sale of 2nd tranche clear-fell timber harvesting 
(2017/18). Some grant available for low level (piped) water crossings (3) through SRDP Forestry 
Grant Scheme (Grant Category: Forest Infrastructure).  
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ACCESS FOR SOCIAL USE & RECREATION 

New Paths / Recreational Trails 

 

Proposal 

Woodland Trail 1a & 1b (2016) - Establish 1000m of new path creating an in-forest link (for 

walkers, dog walkers, joggers, cyclists, children & family groups) between the village and core path 

(Coffin Road) and heritage site (old Kirkton settlement remains). Estimated Cost: £20k. 

Woodland Trail 2 (2017/18) – Establish 800m of new path to complete a circular forest route 

(trail & Cat1A road) enhancing recreational/health benefits. Providing access to develop and use of 

new social ‘zones’ (e.g. play/arts/craft area, event space, orchard etc). Estimated Cost: £15k. 
 

Specification:- Trails constructed to meet standards of ‘Improving Public Access’ Rural Payments 
grant scheme: nominal 1.8m width, well-drained, unbound and rolled - not for vehicular use. 
 

Financing/Funding 

Woodland Trail 1 - financed through application to Rural Payments Scheme ‘Improving Public Access’ 
grant (£18 - 28/m2 + grant aid for ditching, culverts, seating, fingerposts, waymarkers, threshold 
info signage) 

Woodland Trail 2 – financed through 2nd tranche timber income, implemented by local forest 
workers (part-time woodfuel operators). 
 

Trail maintenance funding over 5-year consolidation phase through SRDP Forestry Grant ‘Public 
Access – Rural Woods’ - £100/ha/yr.  
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ACCESS FOR SOCIAL USE & RECREATION 

Maintenance of Rights of Way/Core Paths 

 

Proposal 

Coffin Road restoration (2016-18) – Volunteer-led reinstatement of historic route through the 

forest: vegetation management & rank turf removal, drain & cross-drain instatement, some sections 

of full tray excavation & formation/surfacing (1200  metres). Estimated Additional Cost: £20k. 

Cnoc na Staing Viewpoint & access upgrade (2016-18) – Volunteer-led gorse control and 

manual tool cut-&-fill on eroded/uneven path sections. New waymarking and furniture 

(seating/table) installed. Estimated Additional Cost: £2k. 
 

Specification:- Renovation methodology informed by archaeological consultant input. A principle 
of retaining all aspects of historic formation/features to be upheld. Collaboration with 
neighbouring croft tenants, golf club & estate owners to integrate renovation with wider core path 
networks. 
 

Financing/Funding 

Both paths financed through application to Rural Payments Scheme ‘Improving Public Access’ grant 
(£6.50/m2 + grant aid for ditching, culverts, seating, fingerposts, waymarkers, threshold info 
signage) 
 

Trail maintenance funding over 5-year consolidation phase through SRDP Forestry Grant ‘Public 
Access – Rural Woods’ - £100/ha/yr.  
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ACCESS FOR SOCIAL USE & RECREATION 

Creation of new Social/Public Spaces 

 

 
Proposal 

A number of new ‘social spaces’ are envisaged within the woodland to be initiated over the next 
five to ten years - expanding and maturing over the ensuing decades as the restock programme 
delivers new shelter and appropriate woodland ‘character’; specific projects garner sufficient 
support and definition; and finances (timber, woodfuel & housing incomes, external funding etc) 
makes development possible. 

 

1. Heritage Area with All-abilities Trail An early project looking to conserve a site of 
important local heritage with associated cultural/educational benefits as well as tourist interest. 
The terrain and site layout – with low level car parking adjacent - lends itself to the provision of 
an all-abilities trail to allow wheelchair, pushchair and limited mobility access. Primary school (& 
other local group) engagement could augment the site with wildlife ponds, arts/history 
interpretation, artefact displays, traditional craft-making events etc. Establish: 2016/17. 
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2. Memorial (Tree Planting) Garden  The creation of an area of managed (well kept) grass 
and open structured birch/willow woodland for the purposes of establishing a memorial tree 
area – for urn interment/ash scattering and ornamental tree planting. After brash clearance and 
de-stumping, the facility should be reseeded with an informal network of (strimmed) green lanes 
throughout the area. Memorial trees being simply marked (e.g. brass plaques) or by a Book of 
Remembrance kept at a reception building (simple reception shelter or more formal memorial 
service building). Establish: 2017/18. 

3. Campsite  An open grass area with scattered tree cover within an easy walk of the threshold 
car park. Again this could be a low key ‘wild camping’ facility with limited service provision (by 
2018) or more formalised infrastructure - potable water, wood-fuelled showers and washing 
block - even developed to accommodate camper van/RVs. Establish: 2018/19 onwards. 

4. Hutting / Allotments  An extensive, relatively sheltered and gently sloping site with good 
forest road access to be established at restock with low density birch woodland but with capacity 
to accommodate a number of integrated allotment/polytunnel growing areas. This may include 
establishment of a ‘hutting’ area: simply constructed, short or long lease, off-grid shelters to 
complement the smallholding enterprise or as ‘glamping’ alternative to the adjacent camping 
zone. Establish: 2018 onwards. 

5. Eco-chalet/pods  An area of dispersed higher specification timber accommodation units 
dispersed amongst the regenerating birch and planted pine woods of the central plateau (end of 
the forest road network). This is longer term venture both in terms of financial investment and 
the regeneration of attractive/sheltering woodland – decision on the scale and accommodation 
specification (e.g. basic or high end) being gauged from the success and profitability of the lower 
camping and hutting zones. Establish: 2025 onwards. 

6. Orchard/Arboretum  A relatively sheltered valley with winding stream – located between 
the upper and lower access trails and fairly close to the village. Once surrounding woodland 
cover is establishing and beginning to create a suitable micro-climate (as well as a scattered, 
internal mosaic of trees) the area would lend itself to planting up with ornamental/landscape 
trees and possibly orchard fruits (Scottish heritage variety apples and pears). Establish: 2025 
onwards. 

7. Adventure Playground/Event Space A centralised, fairly flat zone within the wood with 
good forest road/trail access. Planted with low density native woodland, once surrounding tree 
cover is beginning to establish and shelter the area this area could accommodate a variety of 
parkland-style facilities: an adventure playground, picnic area, wildflower meadow, event space, 
craft-making shelter/workshops etc. Establish: 2023 onwards. 
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ACCESS FOR SOCIAL USE & RECREATION 

Creation of new Informal Path Network 

 

Proposal 

A network of informal trails inter-linking between key features/vantage points and access corridors 

through wooded areas. The two trails are illustrated are primarily through currently afforested 

ground (mature and windblown tress) and consequently are best implemented after the disruption 

of harvesting and timber extraction (i.e. beyond: 2018). These trails – as well as possibly a number 

of others made possible by harvesting - are intended to provide wider walking, wildlife viewing, 

picnic opportunities across the future restocked woodland interior. It is intended that trails will 

accommodate occasional quadbike access for deer management and routine trail maintenance work. 
 

Specification:- Typically less formal design (unbound, naturally vegetated or surfaced contour 
trails, typically 1 – 2 metre width) and constructed with low impact manual or motor-manual 
tools/equipment (e.g chainsaws, mini-digger & pedestrian power barrow etc.) 
 

Financing/Funding 
 

Implemented by forest workers (part-time woodfuel operatives) as well as local volunteer work 
parties (possibly more ambitious trail building project including hosted residential volunteer work 
parties). Funding possible for particular aspects of delivery (i.e. ponds/riparian restoration – 
Pondlife, Butterfly Conservation, Amphibian & Reptile Conservation Trust, PlantLife etc). 
 

Trail maintenance funding over 5-year consolidation phase through SRDP Forestry Grant ‘Public 
Access – Rural Woods’ - £100/ha/yr  
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AFFORDABLE HOUSING 

  

 

Proposal 

In response to the Highland Council’s declared housing requirements for Lochcarron (see 

Appendix 3 – Local Development Plan 2012), LCDC wish to provide suitable land for the 

development of affordable housing. There has been a significant shortfall in delivery on these 

Needs and anecdotal evidence suggests most private sector house sales and property development 

sites are outwith the means of local workers and first-home makers. The lower south-easterly slopes 

of the forest - within the permitted Settlement Development Area - could accommodate new 

affordale housing in the vicinity of existing electricity, water and waste water networks. 

Development is constrained by suitable access. Consultation with local authority planning officers 

has advised that any new access is best taken across privately owned ground in Kirkton Gardens 

(currently For Sale as 3 house-and-garden sites – see map above). 

A successful outcome to this Affordable Housing proposal is therefore dependent upon:- 

 Amenable terms being agreed with the developer (Kirkton Investments Ltd.) to purchase 

one site (Number ①)to provide access to potential social housing scheme; 

 Engagement of a social Housing Trust as developer/landlord to take forward the project. 

This project has the potential to raise income for further forest development work whilst the new 

access arrangements would also facilitate to better/closer formal pedestrian access to the forest.  
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PRIORITIES & NETWORKING 

Immediate/Short Term (2016/17) 

 Construct 1st leg of new Forest Roading (incl new woodfuel hard standing). Relocate woodfuel operations. 

 Reinstate drainage network across entire harvested site. Construct ATV trackways in lower forest. 

 Clear Brash from Heritage Site. Re-purpose threshold hard standing for Reception car parking. 

 Fund raise & Build new All Abilities Trail around ruins in Heritage Zone. 

 Investigate Social Housing proposals with HSCHT/THC. 

 Secure agreement with Kirkton Investments Ltd for land purchase for new threshold access 
(housing/woodland trails). 

 Apply for grant aid for 1000m internal forest path ‘Woodland Trail 1’ and construct through leased contract. 

 Explore collaboration over riverside/deer fenced boundary. 

 Investigate support/collaboration with neighbouring landowners to achieve broader, cross-boundary 
objectives (long-distance footpaths & interpretation). 

 Negotiate standing sale/road building programme for 2nd tranche clearfell 

 Engage with broader network of stakeholders and influential organisations (Wester Ross Environment 
Network, Ross & Cromarty Local Access Forum, Wester Ross Biosphere Reserve, Wester Ross Alliance, 
existing green burial, camping & hutting initiatives). 

 

Medium Term (2017-‘19) 

 Implement lower slope Restocking (commercial broadleaves & conifers) across the lower forest. 

 Undertake 2nd tranche harvesting & Phase 2 Forest Road construction 

 Continue to clear brash from Social Zones (de-stumping of memorial, camping & heritage areas) 

 etc 

 

Long Term (2020 onwards) 

 Develop Eco-chalets/pods on upper woodland plateau 

 Layout and begin to construct Informal Trails network (post-2nd tranche harvesting) 

 Etc etc 
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APPENDIX ONE 

Lochcarron Community Development Company – Aims & Objectives 

Lochcarron Community Development Company (formerly known as Kirkton Woodland 
and Heritage Group) was formed in 2009 in order to revitalise the community and ensure its 
long term economic, social, cultural and environmental sustainability. 
 
LCDC aims to:- 

 Manage community land and associated assets for the benefit of the community and the public 
in general 

 To advance the education of the community about environment, culture and history 

 To advance the arts, heritage, culture and science 

 
This is being done through:- 

 Developing, promoting and encouraging good environmental practices 

 Promoting the environment, biodiversity, social and cultural benefits of the area to the 
community 

 Promoting enterprise, skills and development 

 Raising awareness of the natural environment through education, events and information 

 Safeguarding the history, culture and heritage of the area for generations to come 

 
Other LCDC Activities:- 

 Running the Smithy Community Hub to generate revenue, and as a base for other activities. 

 Country Day events – raising awareness of the local environment 

 Running monthly Producers Day Market – local produce (food and crafts) 

 Regular environmental based workshops 

 Regular volunteer days to maintain the Smithy Community Hub and Treehouse 

 ongoing training courses in rural skills, art, craft, cultural and Heritage skills. 

 Reasearch into local Heritage. 

 

LCDC Board employ a local Development Officer to progress its own, as well as other, 
community projects.  
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APPENDIX TWO 

Local Features listed in the Historic Environment Record (HER) 
 

Structures within Kirkton Woodland 
 

Cleared settlement, Kirkton Grid Reference: NG 9111 4119 

Monument Types SETTLEMENT (16th Century to 19th Century - 1560 AD to 1872 AD?) 

Other References/Statuses Historic Environment Record: MHG54237 

Full description The remains of a group of 6 buildings were recorded in woodland at Kirkton. 7 buildings 
are shown on 1st edition Ordnance Survey mapping of the area, 1 of which could not be traced on the 
ground. 

The buildings largely survive as low footings (<c.0.5m in height) but one building, with mortared stonework, 
survives to a much greater height. Kirkton was “cleared” of 4 sub-tenants of the hotelkeeper c.1872. 

Two buildings, not shown on modern Ordnance Survey mapping, are shown on the 1st edition Ordnance 
Survey mapping. The remains of one of these was located, but the building to the SE could not be identified. 

______________________________________________ 
 

Kishorn - Kirkton drove & coffin road Grid 

Reference: 
NG 89721 40971 

Monument Types DROVE ROAD / CORPSE ROAD (In use Medieval to C20th: 1058 - 1950AD?) 

Other References/Statuses Historic Environment Record: MHG45874 

Full description An old routeway connecting from the settlements around Kishorn (including north to 
Shieldaig and west to Applecross peninsula) to the old parish churchyard of Lochcarron at Kirkton. It ran up 
Glen Mor, struck out across Kishorn brae somewhere near the current sub-power station, following roughly 
the line of the telegraph poles, crossed the Allt nan Carnan at its most fordable point, then followed the line of 
the current footpath through Kirkton wood down to the old graveyard and onto the market area where the 
industrial units now stand. It would have gone out of serious use once the Parliamentary roads were built in 
1817 and 1819, although local knowledge recalls sheep being driven along it during the 1940s. 

______________________________________________ 

 
Structures nearby/associated with Kirkton Woodland 

 
Kirkton Old Church Grid Reference: NG 9139 4123 

Monument Types CHURCH (Post Medieval - 1560 AD to 1900 AD) 

Protected Status: Scheduled Monument 8867: Lochcarron Old Parish Church 

Other References/Statuses Historic Environment Record: MHG7943 

Full description The ruins of parish church erected 1751 and abandoned c 1845 when modern church was 
built. The church of Lochcarron was dedicated to St. Maelrubha and girth or sanctuary was known as 
'Chombrich Mulroy' - the girth of Maelrubha, but the exact site of this earlier church is not known. The walls of 
this 18th century church still stand to roof height with exception of N side wall which has been entirely 
removed taking with it part of the gables. The western end in particular is ivy clad & looks like a different 
phase extension. The church lies longways across rising ground with graveyard on lower slopes. 

______________________________________________  
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Kirkton Old Church graveyard Grid Reference: NG 9140 4122 

Monument Types CEMETERY (1560-1900AD); TABLE TOMB (1819AD); TABLE TOMB (1774-
1778AD) 

Protected Status: Scheduled Monument 8867: Lochcarron Old Parish Church 

Other References/Statuses: Historic Environment Record: MHG31392 

Full description Ruinous parish church of 1751 surrounded by historic graveyard on the north shore of 
Lochcarron. There is a wide range of gravestones within this site, table tops, uprights and a few early 20th 
century. The ground is uneven and slopes up gently northwards. This site fell out of use as a parish church 
when the church to the east, Lochcarron Parish Church, was built c.1840. The church is now marked as 
dangerous. A variety of tombs some tipping over. Walled enclosure around suffering from tree damage in 
places. 

______________________________________________ 
 
 

Allt a' Chlachain Enclosure Grid Reference: NG 9094 4142 

Monument Types ENCLOSURE (Undated) 

Other References/Statuses Historic Environment Record: MHG22520 

Full description An enclosure is depicted on the 1st edition OS 6-inch map (Ross-shire, 1880, sheet cxi), 
but not shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1973). Information from RCAHMS (AKK) 7 
May 1996. 

______________________________________________ 
 
 

Lochcarron Parish Manse Grid Reference: 

Monument Type MANSE (Post Medieval - 1560 AD to 1900 AD) 

Other References/Status:  Historic Environment Record: MHG22226 

Full description ARCHITECT: Alexander Ross (I.C. 29 May 1883). 

Alterations: Alexander Ross & Son (I.C. 23 Jan 1912) 

______________________________________________ 
 
 

Causeway at Kirkton Moor Grid Reference: NG 90108 40788 

Monument Types CAUSEWAY (Constructed 1790 AD - 1810 AD?;  PEAT EXTRACTION SITE 
(C19th) 

Other References/Statuses Historic Environment Record: MHG51310 

Full description A causeway over Kirkton Moor, constructed c.1800 to allow passage of peat wagons over 
the wetter parts of the moor. The causeway was formed from a combination of the lowering of the land 
surface on either side due to peat extraction & being built up to allow wagons/hand carts access across the 
boggy part of Kirkton moor to collect peat for the newly founded crofting township of Jeantown (Lochcarron) 
and therefore dates from around 1800. It is approx. 3.5m wide x 1.2m high in places and over 100m in 
length. The current footpath which runs across the moor takes advantage of this causeway. 

______________________________________________ 
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Lochcarron Parish Church Grid Reference: NG 9150 4138 

Monument Types CHURCH (Built, C19th – 1836 AD), CEMETERY (C19th to 1801-2000AD) 

Protected Status: Listed Building (B) 7258: Lochcarron Old Parish Church 

Other References/Statuses: Historic Environment Record: MHG22225 

Full description This church was built by James Smith of Inverness in 1836 and was signed off by the 
Presbytery as being up to specification on 17th August of that year. It measures 63’ x 40’ x 24’ high to the 
roof. During its history it has had three main sets of alterations/repairs. Built to replace the old kirk 
(MHG7943) it was originally known as “An Eaglais Mhor” (The Big Church), but more recently, and currently, 
known as the East Church. 

______________________________________________ 
 
 

Boundary stones, Croit Ruadh Grid Reference: NG 9146 4136 

Monument Types BOUNDARY STONE (C19th - 20th) & CROFT (Medieval - 1058 AD? to 1559 
AD?) 

Other References/Statuses Historic Environment Record: MHG54236 

Full description Information from Paul Swan. 8 boundary stones are shown on the 1st edition Ordnance 
Survey map. Two round topped stones remain in situ. The other stones were removed during extensions to 
the golf club car park and during extension of the graveyard. 

These boundary stones demarcate Croit Ruadh ("Brown Croft"). Croit Ruadh was approximately one and a 
quarter acres in size and presumably laid out at about the same time as all the other crofts in Lochcarron 
(c1800), but as to why it was this odd shape and name is sadly, lost. Further information was added by Paul 
Swan in July 2011: further research has thrown up an alternative name of "Croit-cruaidh" (hard or stony croft) 
as this croft is on an old gravel bank (raised bank). It is now thought that this croft is much older than the 
neat crofting strips above Lochcarron, possibly going back as far as the medieval period. 

______________________________________________ 
 
 

Tobar Suthainn/The Everlasting Well   Grid Reference: NG 91130 40402 

Monument Types WELL (Constructed, 1775-1819AD?; HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION (C18th-C19th) 

Other References/Statuses Historic Environment Record: MHG51412 

Full description Highland minister, Lachlan Mackenzie (1754-1819) – famous for his sermons, writings and 
prophecies - had this well dug and called it Tobar Suthainn (The Everlasting Well) because the well would run 
as long as the world lasted. It is now capped off and lies partly under the path but its feeder spring still flows 
into it all the year round. 

______________________________________________  
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APPENDIX THREE 

Map Extracts – Local Housing Needs & Local Plan (Lochcarron) 
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